Edward Kamau Brathwaite at Carifesta
'72: The Occasion for Caribbean Criticism
René Johannes Kooiker
Carifesta took place for the first time in 1972 with the sponsorship of Forbes
Burnham's People's National Congress in newly independent Guyana, and the festival
recurs around the Caribbean to this day. Relying on print resources and digitized
archives from the Digital Library of the Caribbean (dLOC), this essay recovers Edward
Kamau Brathwaite's participation in the inaugural edition, which he praised as the “first
ever meeting of the Caribbean.” In addition to reading from and lecturing on his own
poems, he published a series of eight articles covering the events in the Barbados daily
the Advocate-News in an attempt to involve readers in the ephemeral Pan-Caribbean
public sphere the festival created. On the one hand, the Carifesta pieces offer a
new perspective on Brathwaite's essays from the 1970s, in which he developed his
notions of creolization and Caribbean aesthetics; on the other, Brathwaite's reflections
posit Carifesta as epitomizing both the great promise and the disappointments of the
Caribbean 1970s. The essay recommends an approach to the intellectual history of
Caribbean thought as it was lived, performed, and institutionalized in public at events,
congresses, and festivals such as Carifesta. In closing, the essay offers reflections on
the Carifesta holdings in dLOC.

“Carifesta was Emancipation Day come true; collective Declaration of Independence; first
ever meeting of the Caribbean.”1 So opened Edward Kamau Brathwaite's first article about
Carifesta for the leading Barbadian daily, the Advocate-News. The first Caribbean Festival of
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the Arts took place in Georgetown, Guyana, from 25 August to 15 September 1972. This essay
considers the significance of these articles for Brathwaite's inaugural work in what we now call
Caribbean cultural studies.2 Although this aspect of his thought is better known from other
writings of the 1970s, such as “The Love Axe” and Contradictory Omens, these owe much to
his earlier reflections on Carifesta. Yet why did Brathwaite compare Carifesta to the watersheds
of independence and emancipation, despite the festival's overtones of touristic indulgence and
statist spectacle? This essay positions Carifesta as part of what Honor Ford-Smith has called
“the radical opening of the 1970s,” a time when the Caribbean world signified to anticolonial
intellectuals like Brathwaite the promise of joining their activism to critical scholarship and
thereby strengthening the region's cultural and socioeconomic autonomy.3 Besides giving an
account of Brathwaite's thought, this article also begins to tell the story of Carifesta '72 itself in
the context of third worldist, Pan-Africanist, and Tricontinental congresses and cultural events.
This is essential since, as Aaron Kamugisha rightly observes, “no extended discussion” of
Carifesta exists in “Caribbean cultural history.”4 To fill this lack, I rely on newspaper accounts,
photographs, meeting notes, printed ephemera, and other materials, most of which can be
found in the Digital Library of the Caribbean (dLOC).
Visualize, for a moment, the sheer spectacle of the opening ceremony of this festival, which
cost an estimated 2.5 million Guyanese dollars (GY$).5 Forbes Burnham's new government had
drawn on public and private sources to transform the fifty-seven acres of the National Park,
the largest open space in Georgetown, into a performance venue with bleachers, a stage, and
a twenty-foot-high Aztec temple in the backdrop.6 Around thirty thousand people gathered
to watch representatives from the twenty-five participating nations and territories parade by
the grand stage. To the sounds of the marching band of the Guyanese police, each of the
twenty-five flags was raised and from behind the stage surged an enormous sculpture of a
hand reaching for the sky, the festival symbol that graced every promotional newsletter, poster,
brochure, letterhead, street sign, souvenir, flag, banner, and press release (figure 1).7 Around
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this sign of creative capability the people of the Caribbean congregated. An eyewitness account
in the Cuban magazine Bohemia includes a photo taken at the end of the opening ceremony,
when “all participating delegations spontaneously expressed their joy about the great party
of the independent and decolonized Caribbean,” with some revelers pictured holding up their
country placards, reading “Cuba” and “Venezuela” (figure 2).8

Figure 1.1

opening ceremony Carifesta '72

For three weeks, the sounds of Pan-Caribbean music, dance, and theater rang out from the
National Park and the National Culture Centre, a covered venue, constructed for the festival at
a cost of GY$750,000, that could accommodate over two thousand people.9 Smaller shows took
place at St. Rose's High School, Bishop's High School, Queen's College, and other locations.10
Cuban Culture and Cultural Relations, 1959–, part 1, Casa y cultura, Casa de las Américas Library (Leiden, the Netherlands:
Brill, 2017), https://primarysources.brillonline.com/browse/cuban-culture-and-cultural-relations.
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Figure 1.2

end of opening ceremony Carifesta '72

Meanwhile, the National Library hosted poetry readings two mornings a week as well as a
book fair, opened by Minister of Culture Shirley Field Ridley, where Caribbean writers “might
see their works displayed together,” as Bohemia's reporter wrote.11 The University of Guyana
was the scene of a two-day symposium, “The Role of the Artist in Third World Society,” with
contributions from intellectuals such as Gordon Rohlehr and Kenneth Ramchand.12 Many of
the twelve hundred participating artists were housed in Festival City, a quickly built gated
community of “250 greenheart houses on stilts,” located on the outskirts of Georgetown,
complete with a “security guard (you needed a pass or Carifesta ID card to get in).”13 The
artists received return airfare, a living stipend of GY$7 per day, and a chauffeured car to take
them around the city (Brathwaite's fellow Barbadian Austin Clarke called them GUY-cars, after
their official Guyana government plates).14
Mobilizing the apparatuses of state, private business, and international diplomacy, Carifesta
drew on the radical currents sweeping Caribbean cultural and political thought in the wake of
independence movements to position Guyana as a leader of an emerging public sphere in the
Americas. With its geographical position on the Latin American mainland, on the one hand,
and its cultural and historical affinities with the Caribbean, on the other, Guyana could serve
as nucleus in a network of decolonized states being built up throughout the Caribbean and
beyond. Although ostensibly a Caribbean gathering, many of the participating countries were
not actually in the Caribbean region itself. Participants from the American mainland included
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not just Suriname and French Guyana, but also Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Belize,
Peru, Chile, and Brazil (figure 3).15 This expansion took Guyana beyond its relatively peripheral
position within the Caribbean region, as defined by the legacy of plantation slavery, and it
shows Burnham using cultural diplomacy to cool simmering border conflicts with Venezuela
and Suriname. Carifesta '72 was the fruit and conduit of Guyana's Global South political
orientation, inscribing the nation within a legacy of third worldist and Tricontinental political
projects. At the same time, the newly independent country continued to receive foreign aid
from the United States, positioned itself as part of the Non-aligned Movement, and joined
economic associations within the Caribbean, such as the Caribbean Free-Trade Association
and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), which had developed after the breakdown of
Federation.16 The event thus invites comparison with 1968's radical congresses in Havana
and Montreal, as well as the state-sponsored Pan-African festivals of the 1960s and 1970s,
while also expressing the Burnham government's shrewd political pragmatism necessary for
survival.17
The festival's spectacle of grand construction projects and the largesse shown to artists and
writers was meant to show off the modernity and rising prosperity of independent Guyana.18
But if chauffeured cars and fancy catered dinners at the prime minister's house are the stuff of
international diplomacy, at Carifesta those diplomats were also artists, writers, and intellectuals
who saw themselves as having a cultural mission. The achievement of economic autonomy
required a corresponding cultural (inter)nationalism. In the issue of Kaie dedicated to “The
Vision of Carifesta,” we read in a summary of a speech given by Elvin McDavid, “Minister
of Information & Culture,” that “with the establishment of the Cooperative Republic and
the emphasis being placed upon self reliance [sic] in our economic life, it was important
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Figure 1.3

festival country map

that the cultural movement should be co-ordinated.”19 As Ramaesh Bhagirat-Rivera affirms,
the determining idea behind Carifesta was that the struggle for “self-determination that was
occurring simultaneously across the postcolonial Global South” could not be accomplished
without a corresponding “Cultural Revolution.”20 The idea of this coordination went back to
1966, when Burnham gained independence with his People's National Congress (PNC). It was
on that occasion that he formulated his dream of the festival, inviting a group of “artists and
writers from across the English-speaking Caribbean” to celebrate the new nation.21
Under Burnham, Guyanese cultural policy of independent nation building followed the logic
of international development that dominated geopolitical thought at the time, albeit from the
perspective of a third world country with a vanguard of Marxist intellectuals (figures 4 and 5).
The buildup of national cultural infrastructure relied on Guyana's “relatively buoyant economy
during the first half of the 1970s.”22 The National History and Arts Council, which had been
upgraded from “committee” status in 1965, took on the task of cultural development. It
was headed by Lynette Dolphin, a future Carifesta director who distinguished herself as an
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anthologizer and editor of Guyanese folk music.23 Other cultural nation-building efforts of this
time, many of them spurred by the shortcomings in arts infrastructure revealed by Carifesta,
include the short-lived Guyfesta (Guyana Festival of the Arts, 1975–77) and the establishment
of the “National School of Dance, the National Dance Company, and the Burrowes School of
Art,” as well as plans for a “School of Drama and a School of Music[, which] were expected
to fall under the umbrella of the Institute of Creative Arts.”24 In a telling coincidence, the UN
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) declared 1972 to be International
Book Year, epitomizing the developmentalist teleology according to which literacy and the
consolidation of autonomous cultural spheres would, with accompanying with socioeconomic
development, engender a more equal and just world after decolonization. 25 UNESCO not only
informed the cultural policy behind the festival but also contributed materially to Carifesta
(around GY$20,000) and was “prepared to help ensure that lack of finance will be no barrier to
participation in Carifesta '72 by less developed countries in the region.”26 The UN Development
Program (UNDP) committed to provide technical and financial assistance.27 Arthur Seymour,
member of the Carifesta Secretariat and the Planning Committee, would go on to write a
brief for UNESCO on Guyanese cultural policy.28 The fundamental belief shared by UNESCO
and cultural policy makers like Seymour was that “throughout the early postcolonial period
. . . there could be no distinction between cultural and economic development.”29 Beyond
UNESCO, Carifesta organizers drew on a much longer legacy of coordinating cultural, artistic,
and political development to achieve decolonization. Seymour quoted from Aimé Césaire's
1956 speech at the Congrès International des Écrivains et Artistes Noirs and argued that
“the creative artists of the Caribbean have a very special cultural burden to bear, and a very
demanding role to play in the total social and political development in the Area.”30 What
Césaire had called for in 1956, Carifesta '72 was meant to put into practice.
Yet if Carifesta was Guyana's attempt to make “material reality” out of the “imagined ideal”
of a Pan-Caribbean, or regional, public sphere, the festival's most immediate predecessor was
the Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM).31 The multidisciplinary group of artists and writers
was founded in 1966 in London by Brathwaite, Andrew Salkey, and the Trinidadian John La
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Figure 1.4

Carifesta '72 organizing committee

Rose.32 These West Indian intellectuals in diaspora held frequent private discussion groups
as well as public readings and symposia, forums in which Brathwaite would first articulate
his developing theories of the unifying substrates of Pan-Caribbean culture. Through this
short-lived but influential organization Brathwaite shaped the course of the festival. He had
been a driving force behind the initial meeting in Georgetown where the recommendations for
Carifesta—many of which carried his watermark—were first formulated. A group of artists and
writers, including CAM cofounders La Rose and Salkey, who covered the events in detail in his
Georgetown Journal, had been invited to witness Forbes Burnham's declaration of Guyana as a
Cooperative Republic on 23 February 1970. Burnham came to share many of CAM's motivating
questions, if not ideals, as becomes clear in the speech that Salkey records in his journal.33
These include CAM's “recognition of the whole Caribbean area as a meaningful historical and
cultural entity” and the valuation of the culture of the Afro-Caribbean “folk,” which offered
“the possibility of a radical subaltern resolution to the problem of social-cultural division.”34
Intellectuals like Brathwaite had to find their place in a new public sphere as anticolonial
nationalist movements rejected the high-cultural positioning of literature, associated with
colonial-era cultural domination from Britain. There was, as Raphael Dalleo observes, a
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Figure 1.5

Burnham speech

“suspicion of literature as part of the desire for indigenous cultural forms.” As a way for
intellectuals to preserve their position within that public sphere, they turned to (re)valuing the
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culture of “the people” or “the folk,” notwithstanding the middle- or even upper-class position
intellectuals might occupy in a strictly material sense.35 Popular culture, as the culture of the
masses, then, became the “voice of both the public and an oppositional counterpublic.” 36 For
Brathwaite, seeing his own thinking swept up in the historical currents of decolonization and
third world state building, and his ideas implemented at the level of institutions and in the
material transformation of Georgetown itself (Carifesta Avenue still exists today), must have
been exhilarating. But he found himself ambivalently positioned between the state bureaucrats,
political leaders, and cultural policy makers who would offer him the means of putting his
ideas into practice, and the students, intellectuals, and masses whose more radical energy and
disaffection with postcolonial governance had inspired those ideas. We see that ambivalence at
work in two sets of writings that invoke Carifesta: Brathwaite's essays and Savacou pamphlets
from the 1970s position Carifesta as the most important event of the decade, while his reporting
in the Advocate-News and his statements to interviewers during the festival vacillate between
great excitement and an ultimate disappointment in the festival's inability to fulfill its grand
promises.
In these writings, Brathwaite understood Carifesta immediately in the context of the
“radical 1970s,” not just in the Caribbean but in the third world as a whole.37 Even by
1972, when Carifesta happened, the decade had already proved eventful in the Caribbean.
Cultural flourished amid a broader sense of disquiet, unrest, and disillusionment with the
course decolonization had taken. For David Scott, the 1974 photograph, taken by Horace Ové,
of Samuel Selvon, La Rose, and Salkey on the back cover of Georgetown Journal speaks of
their “generation's longing for release from false emancipations.”38 In 1970, the Black Power
movement swept through the United States and inspired months of political unrest in Trinidad,
just as the planning for Carifesta got started at the Caribbean Writers and Artists Convention
that February. The 1960s had ended in 1968 with the Cultural Congress in Havana and the
Montreal Congress of Black Writers. With the maturation of the first generation of scholars
on the University of the West Indies campuses, which had been established as part of the effort
toward West Indian federation, a more radical generation of intellectuals consolidated itself
around the Walter Rodney affair.39 As David Scott points out, the banishment of the Guyanese
scholar and public intellectual from Jamaica, in 1968, turned out to be a “catalytic” moment
that made it “imperative to think ‘culture’ as a knowledge-domain of power and struggle.”40
Brathwaite had come back to London in 1968 as well, and he spoke to CAM about “an artistic
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alternative, a social alternative, to our so-far accepted Eurocentric kind of culture.” Having
witnessed a “revolution of consciousness,” he called for “new aesthetic tools.”41
In the essays of the 1970s, Brathwaite would not only refer to Carifesta as a lens to
understand these developments in retrospect, he also used the festival itself as an occasion
for thinking and speaking. The oft-quoted essay “Caribbean Man in Space and Time” (1975)
would be included as part of the anthology published on the occasion of Carifesta '76 in
Jamaica, but it dates back to a 1973 conference in Barbados—shortly after Carifesta.42 First
delivered as a talk at the University of Pennsylvania in 1975, “The Love Axe (1): Developing a
Caribbean Aesthetic, 1962–1974” lists Carifesta as one of the “several events and movements,
at one time invisible, unrecognized, ignored [which] are slowly revealing their significance,
connections and continuity with what we can now call the folk or alternative tradition.” In the
essay, Brathwaite lamented a certain exhaustion of creative energies, which he attributed to
the fact that “all of our major novelists continue to live, as they have done since the 1950s and
early 1960s, abroad; and so they are increasingly cut off from the metaphorical and stylistic
explosions that are even now taking place at home.” “The New Movement,” he would call
it later on in the piece. This naming is deliberately inchoate and imprecise, capturing the
specificity of the feeling of change and coalition but not its content, direction, or basis.43
Throughout these writings, he would draw up lists and inventories with a strong sense that he
was living through great change and that he was outlining a certain zeitgeist: “We must sort
out, categorize, store, define and then begin the process of education, re-definition, discovery
and re-assessment.”44 “The Love Axe” vacillates between a sense of rupture—“explosions,” a
“volcanic eruption,” “sudden sparks”—and slow revelation: “awakenings,” “on the verge of
articulat[ion],” a “yeast-like influence.”45 Contradictory Omens echoes this observation, dubbing
Carifesta a “volcanic eruption.” The common thread is that the great changes are taking place
“at home,” that they are “local,” “in our part of the world.” If this new movement was an
“explosion,” Brathwaite framed it explicitly in the context of the “break-up of the Federation
of the West Indies,” which created a sense of “post-colonial blues” and an “implosion of people
and thought.” The postcolonial omens were contradictory. Building on the religious terms, he
judged this time of crisis a “re-formation of values.” And it “culminat[ed],” he wrote, “in the
miracle of Carifesta in Guyana.”46
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These are the layers of cultural criticism and historical thinking encapsulated in Brathwaite's
bold statement I quoted at the beginning of this essay: “Carifesta was Emancipation Day come
true; collective Declaration of Independence; first ever meeting of the Caribbean.”47 Following
Brathwaite's thinking through the eight retrospective articles that appeared in the AdvocateNews between October and December 1972, I lay out, first, what made Brathwaite proclaim
Carifesta a “miracle” and, second, where he found it coming up short. These disappointments
show us where his true commitments lay, and along the way it becomes clear that the article
series is part of Brathwaite's attempt not just to record his impressions for posterity but also
to make good on the promise it represented to him. Specifically, I focus on Brathwaite's
ambivalence regarding the following issues: the appropriation of mass and folk culture for
commercial and touristic ends; the relative marginalization of literature and intellectuals at
the actual festival; the ideology of multiracial harmony and nationalism professed by Carifesta
against the background of racial conflict in Guyana; and the festival's failure to spur the growth
of a movement like CAM in the Caribbean.
In what sense was Carifesta a rupture? In his first article, Brathwaite frames it in terms
of the history of slavery: “The slave masters were absent,” he begins. “There were no
whips at Carifesta.” Quickly he moves to framing Carifesta as a break, too, with ongoing,
neocolonial domination after emancipation and independence. “No foreign magistrates of
taste or art. No missionaries or sergeant-majors.” Its values were not dictated by the public
sphere of the metropole. As a result, he implies that the festival took place outside the gaze
of the Global North. “There were no Euro-American camera crews, no dotty anthropologists
taking notes.” For him, Samuel Selvon summed it up when saying, “at a literary meeting:
‘Look man, it down matter how we do things here; is our thing and we goin’ do it our
way, understan?'”48 The second article describes a second aspect of the revolution in values:
Carifesta as the first successful attempt to unify the Caribbean people as people, not just as
nations: the “Amerindian, Euro-Caribbean, Afro-Caribbean, Indo-Caribbean, Sino-Caribbean,
albino, mulatto, mestizo . . . were not one people” because of Western “spectacles,” the
“cracked mirror of recognition,” inherited “from the tale of the slave master” and “the forked
tongue of the colonial magistrate.” This, for Brathwaite, had been the flaw of the West Indian
Federation (1958–62): the attempted “Kingdom of the Federal Idea” was modeled on the
“metropolitan style of control” and had it backward. Waving a “magic wand over our shattered
islands” and enthroning “our own kings and queens (disguised as presidents and premiers)”
did not work, Brathwaite contends, because “there was no Kingdom of the Word.”49 The
trauma of the Federation's collapse still felt significant to Brathwaite—as it had been for so
many intellectuals of the preceding generation—and even if West Indian writers had played a
large part in conceiving of and embodying the promise of federation, its failure convinced him
that “consciousness” of a shared cultural “root and trunk” had to come first.50 Brathwaite
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insists on the word “root,” here; in the third piece, he complains about a “printer's devil”
who had misprinted or cut out this word from the quote in the second article. But “root and
trunk and offspring” together represent “cultural wholeness: past, present, future.” Bringing
these cultures together is something that government can facilitate but never legislate; it can
“legislate against class barriers,” “against colour/ethnic discrimination,” and “help the sense
of being local,” but the “Alpha and Omega of the new legislation will be consciousness,” the
mutual recognition of shared culture.51
In articles that followed (weeks 4 and 5), he laid out his current understanding of “plural
societies,” the mechanisms of “culture—contact,” the place of “Africa in the Caribbean,” and
the question of how to achieve “multicultural synthesis” in the politics of the Caribbean.52
Brathwaite looked for authenticity as opposed to expressions that he saw as touristic or as
colonial mimicry—stale adaptations of Western classical forms in music, dance, and literature
that only reminded Brathwaite of West Indian elites who were alienated from their origins. He
found this authenticity most powerfully expressed in Afro-Caribbean folk arts. Still derided
by political elites and subject to censorship—according to Brathwaite—practices and arts
like Haitian Vodou rituals, Jamaican reggae and Rastafarian music, and the dances of the
Surinamese Djuka maroons revived the people's “ancestral consciousness” of African elements
in the Caribbean. To Brathwaite, this heritage was the truly Pan-Caribbean one around which
the people could come together. In this respect, his views were perfectly congruent with what
the Burnham government meant to promote with the festival.
Brathwaite barely mentions, however, the tensions between the Afro-Guyanese and East
Indian Guyanese communities that had led to numerous violent clashes over the course of
the 1960s. Prominent Indo-Guyanese organizations boycotted Carifesta because the organiz
ers appropriated money “from the Indian Immigration Fund,” established for the return of
indentured laborers to India, in order to pay for construction projects. Rivera estimates that
“at the time of independence, the fund” contained between “GY$380,000 and GY$440,000,”
a substantial portion of Carifesta's overall expenses of GY$2.5 million.53 In response, PNC
supporters and party leaders accused the Indo-Guyanese community of continuing to divide
the nation, condemning their supposedly India-oriented separatist sympathies. Although the
People's Progressive Party ultimately did not boycott the festival, it was still haunted by the
trauma of the breakup of the 1950s “multiracial coalition” of nationalists under Burnham and
Cheddi Jagan and the UK- and US-backed efforts to ensure that Burnham would prevail as the
more “moderate” leader.54 Brathwaite himself only remarked on the “Indian unwillingness to
join in” and “really make all-a-we-is one” a reality. Ultimately, Brathwaite betrays his bias when
he implies that only Afro-Caribbean cultural forms are flexible and dynamic enough to create
both a national and a Pan-Caribbean culture: “The East Indians, who came after the structure
had established itself—plot and plantation—came bearing their own bound, inflexible ikons,
and adjusted slowly, tentatively; unwilling allies of merchant and planter; but beholding; and
fearing contact with the black cultural outcastes. They developed a tension, therefore, between
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body and spirit, object and inject.”55 Brathwaite's usually astute sense for politics seems to
falter here, as he blames an ahistorical cultural essence for what was fundamentally a conflict
about the democratic process in the new nation, a long history of labor struggles, and the
spatial division of rural East Indian agricultural workers versus the largely urban Afro-Guyanese
population.
This misunderstanding also expresses the overdetermined meanings of “culture” at work
in Brathwaite's thinking here. He uses what Deborah Thomas has called a “generically
anthropological definition” of culture as “‘what people do’ in all spheres of life”: “We must
know: the way we talk; verb, trombone slide, smooth pebble of syllable, incantation. How
we walk, cook, dance, make love, worship; how we interpret our dreams, prepare out plots
for planting; how we bury our dead.”56 It is, “simply, the way of life of a people.”57 No
cultural form is inherently higher or more pure than any other; walking, talking, dreaming,
and mourning are part of a continuum that includes music and poetry as well. His “we” is
broadly defined as Caribbean. Anticipating his style in later essays from the 1970s, Brathwaite
uses a list of concrete metonymies, quick-paced in its omission of articles, that cuts culture up
into constituent fragments that indicate medium or use—music becomes a “trombone slide,”
poetry a “smooth pebble of syllable” or “incantation”; talk is just a “verb.”58 Avoiding the
finality of the period, Brathwaite connects these fragments fluidly by way of colons, a usage of
that punctuation mark that is characteristic of and unique to his style in print. The lists furnish
common ground for Pan-Caribbean culture; yet the anaphoric buildup and the rhythms internal
to each element create an overarching rhythm that can hold the whole, enacting Brathwaite's
thesis that there is an underlying wholeness beneath the fragments. Two years after Carifesta,
he would ask “how to study the fragments / whole,” but in these pieces he already performs
this study not just at the macro-level of historiography but also at the micro-level of the
sentence.59
This view of culture lent itself well to Brathwaite's lifelong project of revaluing the
Afro-Caribbean folk and his use and theorization of “nation language.” Yet when he objects
to a supposed Indo-Guyanese inflexibility, he betrays a bias toward seeing culture on an
“instrumental” level, as something that state and cultural policy makers can bend toward other
ends, such as modernization, nation building, and intraregional diplomacy. As instrument, then,
“culture” becomes “a problem to be solved, and at the same time, the basis for solutions,” as
well as the basis for mapping “cultural practices onto particular groups of people.”60 In effect,
Brathwaite accuses the Indo-Guyanese of being stuck in cultural tradition—an anachronism
and inflexibility best understood in opposition to the ways Afro-Caribbean cultures seemed
amenable to various other ends. In his description of the Afro-Guyanese as “black cultural
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outcastes,” his idiosyncratic spelling deliberately evokes the Indian caste system. He seems
to imply that the East Indian community sees itself as higher caste than the Afro-Guyanese
population—no matter what their ancestors' position might have been in India—and that
they, harboring anti-Black sentiments, are to some extent responsible for the latter group's
continuing marginalization. Calling the Afro-Guyanese “outcastes” also evokes the caste
system's particular prohibition on cultural contact across hierarchically separated groups, and
specifically aligns the Afro-Guyanese with the Dalit, or “untouchable,” caste. Brathwaite's
view seems to be that Indo-Guyanese importation of this system—insofar as the caste system
would prohibit intercultural contact—thwarted the creolization process, which thus failed to
produce a pluralistic national and regional sentiment in Guyana.
Yet the very idea of (re)staging popular culture for the people could be further critiqued as
part of a bourgeois campaign of nationalist appropriation. For all his praise of popular and folk
culture, Brathwaite laments the way they were staged at Carifesta as spectacle: “There was
too much preoccupation by the organisers . . . with the immediate and emotional impression
of the people, rather than a concern for a more lasting and meaningful impression.”61 Whereas
Brathwaite found Rex Nettleford's National Dance Theatre Company a revelation and the
festival's highlight, Sylvia Wynter criticized the group in no uncertain terms in her wide-ranging
review of the anthology One Love (1971), edited by Audvil King, Althea Helps, Pam Wint, and
Frank Hasfal. She sees Nettleford's effort ultimately as a symptom of an emerging neocolonial
era after independence (“new industrial corporate imperialism”) that was masked over by an
ideology of “literary ‘blackism,’” which she defined as the “revindication of the black mystique”
by the emerging national bourgeoisie while “obscuring the basic relations of the denial of black
humanity” and separating culture “from its political and economic base.”62 In a characteristically
withering analysis, liberally citing Fanon's “On National Culture,” Wynter derides the “middle
class folkism” of writers such as Andrew Salkey, poet-performers such as Louise Bennett, and
Nettleford's dance theater as no better than the trivializing reification of national culture at
the hands of “the admen, the television boys, [and] the gossip columnists.” 63 Had she written
about Carifesta, which was indeed a product of Guyana's “cultural establishment” and which
featured many of these artists, she might well have described it as one of the characteristic
postindependence “pitfalls of national consciousness.”64
The divergence between Wynter's point of view in this essay and Brathwaite's effusive praise
of Carifesta is all the more surprising given the numerous commonalities in their work in the early
1970s. Both critics observe the upsurging of a new kind of black popular culture in a “frontier
zone” but diverge about the risks and realities of its co-optation by their own intellectual
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class.65 Brathwaite shows his awareness of these matters but limits his criticism of “censorship”
to commercialism, not direct political cooptation. He deemed certain performances mere
pandering to tourism. For instance, he summarily dismissed Barbados's contributions in the
visual arts, quoting from “Art” by Bajan oral poet Bruce St. John: “painter paint beach beach
beach / painter paint tree tree tree / painter doan paint studyation / painter doan paint
worryation / painter doan paint de nation.”66 And he shuddered at the prospect that, if the
festival took place in Jamaica “next time,” it would be, “God forbid, . . . at Montego Bay: a
boost of dollar bills?”67
The ways Carifesta created “material reality” out of an “imagined ideal” of a Pan-Caribbean,
or regional, public sphere did not quite produce the counterpublic of the folk that Brathwaite
would describe in “The Love Axe.” Brathwaite spoke of Carifesta as the “most important
event ever to take place in the Caribbean,” yet he was disappointed to find that the honors
Burnham had initially placed on literature and publishing—as he had dreamed his dreams
largely alongside writers—did not pay out in actual attention during the festival. Austin Clarke,
his fellow Bajan writer, found that “writers . . . had been insulted. It was they, he felt, who
had conceived of Carifesta: Lamming, Carter, Seymour James.”68 The writers may have been
guests of honor, but the festival organizers allocated their largest venues to dance and theater
performances where “the people” would could witness them directly, without the mediation of
intellectuals. Even those venues, large as they were, proved inadequate to the “massive demand
of people interested in attending.”69 Bhagirat-Rivera quotes several accounts of attendees, such
as “O. R. Dathorne, a US-based Guyanese intellectual and writer” and “Jamaican artist Karl
Parboosingh,” who doubted whether “everyday people were able to attend.”70 Yet the smaller
venues did not satisfy either. Moving from the opening ceremony at the National Park to the
National Library, Brathwaite realized that all literary events and creative writers had been, as
he put it to Rickey Singh of the Guyana Graphic, “relegated to small public appearances,”
which impressed on him that writers were not given “equal status” at the festival.71 Equal,
that is, to the more spectacular performers of music, dance, and theater.
The festival would have been one occasion to spur reader demand and enable a true meeting
between writers and their readers from across the Caribbean. The book fair that opened
Carifesta comprised “works from Dutch, English, French, Portuguese and Spanish speaking
countries” and was explicitly framed in terms of “regional writers.”72 The Carifesta book fair
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embodied a wish voiced by many Caribbean writers for a regional book publishing infrastructure.
The organizers of Carifesta not only hoped the festival might kick-start cultural development
in the region in general but specifically addressed the topic of publishing.73 On 30 May 1966,
during the “Caribbean Writers & Artists” conference at Queen's College where the “dream” of
Carifesta was first formulated, Guyana's prime minister, Forbes Burnham, had “asked for ideas
on the practicability of a publishing company for the region” and hoped this might create “the
atmosphere which would encourage artists to cease being emigres and having to go to London
for recognition.”74 And in late February 1970, during the second Caribbean Writers and Artists
Convention, which coincided with the inauguration of Guyana as a Cooperative Republic,
Burnham again acknowledged the need for “a publishing house” and framed it explicitly as a
solution to the problem of the exiled writer. Having this regional infrastructure would take
away the “physical limitations” that compelled writers to seek residence and publication in
London while also solving the “psychological difficulties” the writer faced while “singing his
song in a foreign land.” Burnham saw only two options, one authentic, the other inauthentic:
“Are we writing to portray what we are in the Caribbean, what it is like to be a West Indian,
what has been our political struggle and what is still our economic struggle to come? . . . Or
are we writing to please the vulgar crowd in the metropolitan cities of western Europe and
North America?”75
The day after the opening ceremony, the Guyana Graphic published a photograph of
Brathwaite at the library meeting Arthur Seymour, who was there as member of the Car
ifesta Secretariat and the Planning Committee, editor of the anthology “New Writing in the
Caribbean,” and deputy chairman of the National History and Arts Council (figure 6).76 In
animated discussion, Brathwaite and Seymour stand in front of what the photo's caption
calls a “montage of some of Brathwaite's poetry.”77 Around a central portrait of Brathwaite,
covers of his books are taped to a notice board. In the top right corner, we see the covers of
his collections Masks (1968) and Islands (1969), with Rights of Passage (1967) presumably
mounted just outside of the frame.78 A similar photo, published in the same paper that day,
shows a notice board filled with Wilson Harris's works (figure 7).79 In my account, the photo
graph of Seymour and Brathwaite meeting at the library symbolizes Carifesta as an attempt
to make “material reality” out of the “imagined ideal” of a Pan-Caribbean, or regional, public
sphere—to use Raphael Dalleo's terms again.80 On the one hand, it recalls Seymour's anthology
New Writing in the Caribbean—convoking regional writers of all major regional languages
together in print—as well as the longer history of local literary publishing and consecration that
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he was able to establish through his editorship of the magazine Kyk-over-al.81 Recognizing the
importance of translation in “learning about the creative work that is going on in the various
parts of the Caribbean,” Seymour even called for “a modest Bureau of Caribbean Translation”
for translation between all the languages, where “UNESCO could be of very great assistance
in the selection and translation” of works.82 On the other hand, the photo reveals Brathwaite's
poetry montage as an image of what it would have been like to publish his breakthrough
collections at home. And yet one can't help notice that many if not most of the exhibited
works had been published in the metropolitan centers: Brathwaite's by Oxford University
Press, Harris's by Faber and Faber. Katerina Gonzalez Seligmann points out that George
Lamming and V. S. Naipaul “theorize their positions as writers in literary exile” in terms that
nuance Pascale Casanova's influential model in The World Republic of Letters. Generally,
now-canonical Caribbean writers published their first works in the metropole directly—it's
where they went to “materially make their books”—and this situation is evidence not so much
of an absence of literary resources in the peripheries as of impoverished “means of literary
production.”83
The first great disappointment of Carifesta for Brathwaite, then, was that it only provided
an ephemeral regional public and publishing opportunity, without leading to any improvement
in regional publishing infrastructures. Indeed, where were the books themselves? Unlike later
events of this kind, such as the International Book Fairs of Radical Black and Third World
Books held in the United Kingdom, this fair did not feature any actual bookselling.84 The
Cuban delegation had donated a selection of two hundred books—including the works of José
Martí, Che Guevara, and Nicolás Guillén—to the Guyanese library as a diplomatic gesture,
and they may have been exhibited there as part of the five hundred or so books presented.85
It's hard to tell from the newspaper accounts whether the “montage” of Brathwaite's poetry
included an exhibition of physical books or merely displayed covers and photographs. In the
interview with Rickey Singh, Brathwaite reiterated the call for a “local publishing house” and
expressed his disappointment “that the organisers of Carifesta did not see the necessity or value
in having a book shop specially set up for the sale of works by Caribbean writers rather than
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Figure 1.6

Seymour and Brathwaite

just mounting a book exhibition, and limited at that.”86 In his chronicle of the 1970 Caribbean
Writers and Artists Convention, Salkey found himself “profoundly disturbed” by the paucity
of “recent Caribbean fiction and non-fiction” on the shelves of bookstores in Georgetown,
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Figure 1.7

M.R. Moonar

which “drowned in a sea of Caribbean travel books and histories by British authors,” while
bookstore managers speculated on the possible but ephemeral boost in sales that the visit of
the delegation of distinguished writers might cause.87
Second, Brathwaite suggested that he “would have liked to see for example, a major poetry
reading session at the National Culture Centre with the active participation of the public.”
One of the problems Burnham and other writers had highlighted during the conception of
Carifesta—the presumed lack of a regional reading public, and the exiled writer's distance
from such a public, being familiar to the people only “on a bookshelf”—remained unaddressed.
Not without reason, Brathwaite feared that “the authors, poets, painters, sculptors, musicians
and critics” would end up “talking among themselves in a grand cerebral exercise” instead of
“the public [being] made to benefit from this meeting.”88 The organizers indeed shared this
fear—Minister of Information and Culture Elvin McDavid urged the National History and Arts
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Council “to ensure that people do not come to view [the council's members] as a group of well
educated people enjoying themselves”—but Carifesta's literary and intellectual sessions may
not have prevented this perception.89 Brathwaite pointed out that the poetry sessions, already
small, were inaccessible “for many working people,” because they took place “at inconvenient
times,” even as lately, Brathwaite felt, “the writers of the Caribbean are truly speaking the
language and expressing the feelings of the region's people.” It was a “glorious opportunity”
whose promise was ultimately not fulfilled.90
Another promise Brathwaite saw in Carifesta was the chance to bring CAM home to the
Caribbean, just as the group fell apart in England. Although Burnham had called on Brathwaite
as an intellectual during the 1970 Caribbean Writers and Artists Convention, the festival had
little room for intellectuals now. Brathwaite did not feel that his poetic performances allowed
him to also be a public intellectual with an educative role. This was especially disappointing
given that Carifesta finally presented him with the opportunity to address a transnational,
Pan-Caribbean public. This aspect of his ideals especially reflected “his CAM experience, his
CAM aspirations.”91 In her brief account of Carifesta '72, Anne Walmsley underscores the
resonance between the festival and “the cultural endeavour of Caribbean people which was
nurtured within CAM.”92 She asked Brathwaite about the “golden opportunity” for a “possible
re-formation of CAM in the Caribbean” that Carifesta presented, and was told that his efforts
met with the crushing indifference of the festival organizers:
When I got there I was distressed to find that the organizers did not know anything
about CAM, or didn't seem to care. . . . So eventually I persuaded Arthur Seymour
to set up a CAM meeting, which we did have. . . . We set up this thing, and it was
well attended, people were very keen. But then what happened is what I expected to
happen. The Carifesta Secretariat felt that they would be the best people to deal with
it, and it was therefore agreed that CAM would be run by [Frank] Pilgrim from the
Carifesta desk at CARICOM and that was the end of it. We haven't heard of it since.
And this is just what would happen, once you become involved with governments.93
The festival thus marked Brathwaite's “last attempt to re-form CAM in the Caribbean.”94 As
part of this work, he even contemplated writing “a book on the Caribbean Festival of Creative
Arts” and was reportedly “busily engaged in doing research while being involved in the official
Carifesta programme.”95 And although he may have enjoyed the symposium organized at the
University of Guyana—the proceedings can be found in Kaie—he did “not feel that writers
conferences . . . can achieve much since they are not rigorous enough to be concerned with
ideas.”96 For Brathwaite, a festival like this should not just be entertaining, it should also
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educate the public. He wanted the writers to engage with ideas and educate their listeners.
As he would tell an interviewer, “if the festival is to be educational and not just entertaining,
some attempt must be made by the host country to present analyses and comparisons of the
cultures of the participating countries.”97
Brathwaite's work on the festival in print, then, was his effort to make good on the
promises that Carifesta extended to him as a public intellectual. This “festival public” as
created through the newspaper articles continued and broadened the “counterpublic” he had
been a part of with CAM. The mix of genres Brathwaite uses in each of the articles reflects the
various purposes he thought the festival should have had and embodies the “festival public”
he addresses in the newspaper. He recalls the conception of the festival, his journey and stay
there, in a mode of straightforward reporting or travel writing. At the same time, he educates
his readers on Carifesta's role in Caribbean history and cultural studies, using vivid examples
from the festival itself. Along the way, he lays out his emerging theories of creolization and
nation language. Finally, he interprets and reviews specific performances and art pieces in
exhaustive depth. Brathwaite barely mentions his own contribution to the festival—he read
Rights of Passage in full, as he had done at the inaugural session of CAM, as well as the poem
“The Visibility Trigger,” along with providing a lecture on the biographical and historical arc
of his poetic trilogy of Rights, Masks, and Islands, which was to be published a year later as
The Arrivants.98
This “festival public” remediated the faults of the real Carifesta and extended it beyond
the immediate context of the events to give it a longer legacy; the way to get from one to the
other was by way of print. It is significant, then, that Brathwaite chose to publish his chronicle
over the course of eight weeks in the Barbadian daily newspaper, the Advocate-News. In the
1970s, Brathwaite did not publish much in local newspapers—if he did, it was poetry appearing
in the Jamaican Sunday Gleaner. He preferred to publish critical prose in journals such as Bim,
Jamaica Journal, Caribbean Quarterly, and Savacou. Most of his newspaper writing dates
back to the early 1960s in the Sunday Advocate (the Advocate would merge with the Daily
News in 1968 to become the Advocate-News) and the Voice of St. Lucia, as he lived briefly on
that island as a teacher.99 Why might Brathwaite have chosen to write for the Advocate-News?
He may have been sent there on assignment, ensuring his travel and pay over the three weeks,
although he was already guaranteed those things as an honored participant in the festival.
Perhaps Brathwaite felt that he was there as a representative of Barbados and therefore that
he owed an account to his fellow islanders. This seems most likely, as he includes an entire
article—“Carry on Big Inglan”—devoted to reviews of the Barbadian contributions.100 Whether
Brathwaite was relatively famous among the newspaper readers of Barbados is hard to assess,
but given the many months of reporting leading up to the festival—some employing the phrase
Carifesta time to evoke the intense anticipation people feel about Carnival time—habitual
readers may have turned to Brathwaite's columns with high interest.
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The book plan was meant to address this, too, and would help “the people to have some
rich and lasting impressions,” as opposed to the more ephemeral medium of newspaper print.101
The fact that Brathwaite did produce a book on the occasion of Carifesta 1976 shows that
he took the matter of archiving the festival and providing an educational component very
seriously.102 Yet the book on Carifesta '72 never came. Perhaps he had written lengthier
manuscripts at some point, which may still be out there or which may have been destroyed or
lost, but I am inclined to believe that the article series for the Advocate-News was the ultimate
result of Brathwaite's book plan. To present these articles in the most widely read paper on
his home island made his ideas more accessible than in book form. A book might have been
produced either locally by his own Savacou press and circulated only in small print runs, or by
a larger metropolitan publishing house, both of which would have made the work inaccessible
to the very people he wanted to reach. If he could not achieve this “lasting impression” for a
wide group of people, the compromise was to use the newspaper and to mitigate the medium's
ephemerality by spreading the articles out over eight Sunday editions. In the articles, then,
Brathwaite addresses a composite “festival public,” extending Carifesta time by several months
and addressing readers in Barbados who had attended Carifesta and those who had not, while
reminding them of the festival's wider transnational Caribbean audience.
The example of Brathwaite at Carifesta '72 shows us vividly how Caribbean criticism is
forged in relation. What some have called “Caribbean method” often originates in events
and occasions.103 At Carifesta, Brathwaite confronted the “problem space” opened up by the
Caribbean 1970s with his developing theories of “creolization,” finding in the festival an example
of what it would mean to find—as Scott puts it, quoting Brathwaite—“a conceptual framework
of Caribbean studies that combine[s] the ‘social arts’ with the ‘social sciences.’”104 His search
for a methodological middle ground parallels his search for a mediating role as a radical public
intellectual. On the ground during Carifesta, moving from the intellectuals and politicians
at Burnham's 1970 Caribbean Writers and Artists Convention to the thousands of attendees
in the Georgetown streets, Brathwaite began to formulate a culture concept that connected
the ways the people of the Caribbean and the Americas might be “culturally interconnected
from below”—in a submarine unity—while also explaining how they had been “socially and
politically separated from above.”105 Carifesta has been the understudied counterpart of other
Pan-Caribbean moments in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: not only the attempts
at political unification of Ramón Emeterio Betances's Confederación Antillana and the West
Indian Federation, for instance, but also the radical cultural and intellectual gatherings such
as Havana '68 and Puerto Rico's 1952 Caribbean Festival of the Arts. Carifesta is unique in
that it represents both varieties of the Pan-Caribbean impulse. 106 By studying the institutions,
publications, conferences, policies, and events—like the ones involved in the production of
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Carifesta—we can track the emergence of Caribbean literature and thought in the “middle-zone
of cultural space” between minute “forms of close reading” and “general theories of cultural
production” and history on a national or even global level.107 We might follow Brathwaite's
own example in the articles I study here in our attempt to formulate at once a materialist
and a poetic sense of culture. What would it look like to attempt an intellectual history of
Caribbean thought as lived, performed, and institutionalized in public? What happens when
we follow those thinkers and writers we so often bring together in our books, articles, and
syllabi to the places where they gathered and exchanged both in the flesh and in print? This
would not mean merely to reconstruct historical facts and restore descriptive thickness to such
events; it would also require us to theorize occasional, public forms—such as public addresses,
manifestos, occasional anthologies and translations, and solidarity statements—while following
these texts as they circulate in different media and situations, as Brathwaite's works of the
1970s so often did.108
In closing, I wish to offer some reflections on the kinds of problems any critic and literary
historian writing about Carifesta might face: archival, ethical, and scalar. It is important to
note that Carifesta happens to this day; its history is not over. The fifteenth edition is set to
take place in 2022 in Antigua and Barbuda. With the growing popularity of regional literary
festivals in the Caribbean, the history of Carifesta should have wide interest for contemporary
writers and readers alike.109 That the history of Carifesta '72 is yet to be written does not mean
that its history does not exist. It exists in the memories and dreams of every participant—artists,
writers, cultural policy bureaucrats, GUY-car drivers, translators, construction and service
workers, journalists foreign and Caribbean, and many, many more people present Georgetown
during those three weeks. Some of these have made it into the print and media record, but most
have not. This is not to say that the archival records are not, by themselves, overwhelmingly
voluminous; they are. dLOC's collaborations with libraries and archives around the Caribbean
and worldwide are an invaluable accomplishment without which very little of this essay could
have been written.
Yet even the heaps of newspaper articles, photographs, and print ephemera that dLOC has
made available reveal gaps. Some of these gaps present obstacles to the very Pan-Caribbean,
transnational aspirations that Carifesta has come to represent. I echo Roopika Risam's
conclusion in New Digital Worlds that “the exclusions and biases that have characterized print
culture”—so vividly portrayed by Brathwaite and so visibly at work in the events and conception
of Carifesta—also “have been reproduced in the digital cultural record.”110 Even dLOC, with its
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“more than three million pages of content, over seventy institutional partners, and more than
three million views each month,” bears traces of these inequities in its Carifesta collections.111
The festival's roving nature means that no single institutional archive is associated with it—its
organization has left traces all over the Caribbean, while participants and observers came not
just from the region but also from North America, Latin America, Europe, and Africa—so the
only way forward are collaborative collection-building and translation efforts. The only single
centralized body that has had oversight over Carifesta is CARICOM (the Caribbean Community,
a unified market and supranational body for coordinating economic and development policy),
which has contributed most materials on the festivals to dLOC by working with the national
libraries of governments that have hosted the festivals. Yet many perspectives and stories
remain silenced as a result. Almost all of the documents in the Carifesta collection are in
English, reflecting the predominantly anglophone membership of CARICOM, and most of the
material associated with any particular festival comes from (print) media in the edition's host
country. But Cuba, which hosted in 1979, has never been a member of CARICOM, and as
a result there are only eight entries on the 1979 edition in dLOC, all from anglophone print
publications. Not to mention the countless reports and stories that must have appeared in
the media of participating countries from the entire circum-Caribbean—which, for Carifesta's
purposes, includes diasporic communities around the world, much of Latin America, and
the United States. The physical archive's privileging of print media has so far shaped the
Carifesta collections as well. dLOC does not contain the various multimedia records (including
photography, film, radio, and television) that were employed extensively during the lead-up to
and as part of all Carifestas, with the most recent editions being widely documented on social
media. Finally, the institutional archives on dLOC skew heavily toward the early, arguably peak
years of the festival in the 1970s (including Barbados 1981), with only slim holdings from
the 1990s revival of the festival to the editions of twenty-first century. Further collaboration
and translation, along with research into physical archives around the world, may be one but
certainly not the only way to preserve and honor the legacy of Carifesta.
“[W]e have to open our minds to partially knowing, and perhaps to recognizing our inability
to know everything. Most importantly, we must respect the fact that we do not necessarily have
a right to this knowledge. . . . Part of digitally archiving from the perspective of decolonization,
therefore, is not only making our work available and accessible to others but also letting go of
control—perhaps through collaboration—and letting go of perfection by allowing work to go out
into the world in medias res.” Crowdsourcing, hosting multimedia archives, wider accessibility,
collaborative criticism: these are the promises of the digital for a possible future archive of
Carifesta. Yet any attempt to tell the story of Carifesta faces the obstacles encountered by
Caribbean digital archivists generally: the scattered state of personal papers (in particular for
diasporic artists); the lack of infrastructure and funding for libraries, universities, and archives
in the region; the questions of translation and anglophone dominance; the difficulties with
intraregional collaboration; and the (neo)colonial asymmetries and inequalities resulting in the
Global North's overwhelming ownership of many of the most important Caribbean collections,
which are often inaccessible in the region itself. Compound these with the fragmentariness
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and partiality that challenge attempts to recount any performance, any event of this scale,
and the prospect becomes daunting. This challenge requires another approach, then, following
Marlene L. Daut's recommendations in “Haiti @ the Digital Crossroads: Archiving Black
Sovereignty.”112
The refrain among the written recollections I've read (Salkey's, Clarke's, and Brathwaite's—
there are doubtless others) is that this first edition of Carifesta was one to remember. Yet I
am also reminded of something said of another epochal event, Festac '77: The Second World
Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture in Lagos. According to Ntone Edjabe, who has
interviewed participants for his experimental book on Festac, most “participants speak of it
as a paradigm shift, one of the most important events they've attended,” while “it seldom
appears as a full story: . . . the people who experienced Festac seemed unwilling to write it,
as if bound by an unspoken nondisclosure agreement.”113 My hope is that we can respect the
terms of such an agreement, while also recognizing that the history of Caribbean literature and
culture in the twentieth century would doubtless be a richer, more accurate one for including
Carifesta.
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